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Z-3-Amino-2-propenenitrile, H2NCHdCHCN, a compound of astrochemical and astrobiological interest, has
been studied by Stark and Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy along with eight of its isotopologues;
the synthesis of five of these are reported. The spectra of the ground vibrational state and of three vibrationally
excited states belonging to the two lowest normal modes were assigned for the parent species, whereas the
ground states were assigned for the isotopologues. The frequency of the lowest in-plane bending fundamental
vibration was determined to be 152(20) cm-1 and the frequency of the lowest out-of-plane fundamental mode
was found to be 176(20) cm-1 by relative intensity measurements. A delicate problem is whether this compound
is planar or slightly nonplanar. It was found that the rotational constants of the nine species cannot be used
to conclude definitely whether the molecule is planar or not. The experimental dipole moment isµa ) 16.45-
(12),µb ) 2.86(6),µc ) 0 (assumed), andµtot. ) 16.70(12)× 10-30 C m [5.01(4) D]. The quadrupole coupling
constants of the two nitrogen nuclei areøaa ) -1.4917(21) andøcc ) 1.5644(24) MHz for the nitrogen atom
of the cyano group andøaa ) 1.7262(18) andøcc ) -4.0591(17) MHz for the nitrogen atom of the amino
group. Extensive quantum-chemical calculations have been performed, and the results obtained from these
calculations have been compared with the experimental values. The equilibrium structures of vinylamine,
vinyl cyanide, andZ-3-amino-2-propenenitrile have been calculated. These calculations have established that
the equilibrium structure of the title compound is definitely nonplanar. However, the MP2/VQZ energy
difference between the planar and nonplanar forms is small, only-423 J/mol.Z-Amino-2-propenenitrile and
E-3-amino-2-propenenitrile are formed simply by mixing ammonia and cyanoacetylene at room temperature.
A plausible reaction path has been modeled. G3 calculations indicate that the enthalpy (298.15 K, 1 atm) of
the transition state is about 130 kJ/mol higher than the sum of the enthalpies of the reactants ammonia and
cyanoacetylene. This energy difference is comparatively high, which indicates that bothE- and Z-3-
aminopropenenitrile are not likely to be formed in the gas phase in cold interstellar clouds via a collision
between ammonia and cyanoacetylene. An alternative reaction between protonated cyanoacetylene (H-Ct
C-CtNH+) and ammonia is predicted to have a much lower activation energy than the reaction between the
neutral molecules. Although protonatedE- andZ-3-aminopropenenitrile in principle may be formed this way,
it is more likely that a collision between NH3 and H-CtC-CtNH+ leads to NH4

+and H-CtC-CtN.

Introduction

It was pointed out in a very recent study1 that the two isomers
of aminopropenenitrile,Z- and E-3-amino-2-propenenitrile
(H2N-CHdCH-CtN), might exist in the interstellar medium,
in comets, and in the atmospheres of planets, and they may
also have existed on primitive Earth. The reason for this
suggestion is that this compound is readily formed in a 1:1Z:E
mixture at room temperature in the gas phase2 or in solution3

simply by mixing cyanoacetylene (HCtC-CtN) and ammonia
(NH3), two compounds that are prevalent in the Universe. The
reactant cyanoacetylene has, for example, been observed in

interstellar space,4,5 in comets6 and in the atmosphere of Titan.7,8

The other precursor, ammonia, is also a ubiquitous extraterres-
trial molecule.9,10Moreover, Eschenmoser and co-workers3,11-15

have pointed out that aminopropenenitrile may have played a
role in prebiotic chemistry in the formation of carbohydrates
and amino acids.

Previous investigations1,3 of the title compound have shown
that theZ:E ratio, which is roughly 1:1 in the reaction mixture,
increases to about 20:1 after distillation in vacuo. Distilled
samples were used in the most recent study,1 in which the
infrared (IR) spectrum of aminopropenenitrile was investigated
in the 500-4000 cm-1 spectral region in the gas and liquid
phases. The spectrum of only the majorZ-isomer was observed
in the gaseous state, whereas the IR spectra of both isomers
were observed in the liquid. Quantum-chemical calculations of
several physical properties were also perfomed.1 G216 and
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density functional theory calculations employing the B3LYP17,18

procedure with the 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set both predict the
Z-isomer to be approximately 8.0 kJ/mol (Gibbs energy differ-
ence at 100 K) more stable than theE-isomer.1 It was also found
that a rotation about the double bond is the likely thermal
interconversion path between theZ- and theE-isomers, whereas
this isomerization may occur via an enamine-imine tautom-
erism path in a basic solution. The transition state for the thermal
interconversion was predicted to lie approximately 215 kJ/mol
above the energy of theZ-isomer.1

Nitriles are among the most commonly reported interstellar
organic molecules and have been identified in a number of
sources in interstellar space.19,20 It is considered likely that
nitriles containing an amino group have played a key role in
the formation of amino acids, which have been found in certain
meteorites.20 A radio astronomical search for theZ-isomer of
the title compound in the Sagittarius B2 (N) interstellar cloud
has recently been performed.21 This search concentrated on
identifying microwave (MW) signals from this source that
coincide with the MW transitions presented in this work, but
no identifications could be made.21

The likely formation of extraterrestrial aminopropenenitrile
and its potentially prebiotic role were the main motivations for
undertaking the present MW and quantum chemical study of
Z-3-amino-2-propenenitrile, henceforth called APN. A model
with atom numbering is depicted in Figure 1.

The MW spectrum of APN was investigated because such
spectra are very useful for identifying molecules in interstellar
space, in the gas jets of comets, and in the atmospheres of
planets.19 Both Stark-modulated (Oslo) and Fourier transform
(Lille) MW spectroscopy have been employed, since these
techniques yield complementary information.

The MW spectra of several isotopologues have also been
investigated because they should be of interest in a possible
future identification of APN in the Universe. Another reason
for studying isotopologues has been that the rotational constants
obtained from their MW spectra can be used to derive
information about the structure of this compound.

On aspect of the structure of APN is whether this molecule
is exactly planar. Interestingly, the related molecule vinylamine
(H2CdCHNH2) is definitely nonplanar.22-24 The title compound
thus offers the possibility of investigating the effect the nitrile
substituent may have on the structural properties. The molecular
dipole moment and the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants
of the two nitrogen nuclei are also important for the determi-
nation of the molecular symmetry and bonding properties and
have therefore been investigated in the course of this study.

Quantum-chemical calculations at high levels of theory have
also been performed primarily to assist in the assignment
procedure, to predict an accurate equilibrium structure, dipole

moment, and quadrupole coupling constants, and to model the
gas-phase reaction between ammonia and cyanoacetylene form-
ing 3-aminopropenenitrile.

Experimental Section

Synthesis of 3-Amino-2-propenenitrile and Its Isotopo-
logues. 3-Amino-2-propenenitrile has been synthesized by
mixing gaseous ammonia and cyanoacetylene.1 The preparations
of cyanoacetylene, cyanoacetylene-d, and cyanoacetylene-15N
are given in the Supporting Information.15N-enriched ammonia
was used to synthesize the15N species. The syntheses of the 2-
and 3-deuterated derivatives were more difficult to perform. This
work was complicated by the fast exchange between the
hydrogen(s) or deuterium(s) of ammonia and cyanoacetylene.
It has already been reported that the thermalE f Z isomerization
does not occur via an enamine-imine tautomerism.1 However,
such tautomerism occurs in the presence of a base. Thus a 95:5
Z:E ratio of aminopropenenitrile led to a 1:1Z:E ratio by
addition of small amounts of a base such as sodium hydroxide,
triethylamine, or 1,8-diazabicyclo[5,4,0]undec-7-ene (DBU).1

We used this property to prepare the two deuterated derivatives.
All these results are summarized in Scheme 1.

(Z+E)-3-Amino-d2-2-deuterio-2-propenenitrile (2).(Z+E)-
3-Amino-2-propenenitrile (1; 1.36 g, 20 mmol) was introduced
in a flask with 5 mL of methanol-d. A few drops of triethylamine
were added. After 2 h of stirring at room temperature, the low-
boiling compounds were evacuated in vacuo. This sequence was
repeated by addition of methanol-d and triethylamine. The crude
compound2 in a 1:1Z:E ratio was purified by distillation in
vacuo (bp0.1, 63 °C) to give2 (95:5 Z:E ratio) in a 78% yield
(1.10 g). Isot pur> 97%. (Z) 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ
6.78 (t, 1H, 3JHD < 1 Hz, CH-N). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100
MHz): δ 63.1 (1JCD ) 27.3 Hz, CH-CN); 118.4 (CN); 149.5
(CH-N). (E) 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 6.98 (t, 1H,3JHD

) 1.9 Hz, CH-N). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): δ 65.2 (1JCD

) 27.3 Hz, CH-CN); 122.2 (CN); 151.0 (CH-N). IR (neat;
ν, cm-1): 2529 (νN-D) (m), 2189 (νCN) (s), 1618 (νCdC) (s),
1308 (s), 977 (s). HRMS. Calcd for C3H1D3N2: 71.0563.
Found: 71.0561.

Figure 1. Model of Z-3-amino-2-propenenitrile (APN) with atom
numbering. Evidence is presented to show that the compound has a
slightly nonplanar equilibrium conformation.

SCHEME 1
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(Z+E)-3-Amino-2-deuterio-2-propenenitrile (3).(Z+E)-3-
Amino-d2-2-deuterio-2-propenenitrile2 (710 mg, 10 mmol) was
introduced in a flask with 5 mL of methanol. After 5 min of
stirring, methanol was removed in vacuo. Compound3 purified
by distillation in vacuo (bp0.1, 63 °C) was obtained in a 85%
yield (587 mg). Isot pur> 94%. (Z) 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400
MHz): δ 4.96 (s brd, 2H, NH2); 6.77 (tt, 1H, 3JHH ) 10.6
Hz,3JHD ) 1.3 Hz, CH-N). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): δ
62.6 (1JCD ) 27.1 Hz, CH-CN); 118.5 (2JCD ) 12.0 Hz, CN);
149.9 (CH-N). (E) 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 4.96 (s
brd, 2H, NH2); 6.92 (t, 1H,3JHH ) 10.7 Hz,3JHD ) 1.9 Hz,
CH-N). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): δ 65.2 (1JCD ) 25.6
Hz, CH-CN); 121.4 (CN); 151.2 (CH-N).

(Z+E)-3-Amino-d2-2,3-deuterio-2-propenenitrile (4).Gas-
eous ammonia-d3 was mixed with cyanoacetylene-d, as reported
for 11 (Supporting Information), and the product was purified
by distillation in vacuo (yield: 80%). (Z) 13C NMR (CDCl3,
100 MHz): δ 61.4 (1JCD ) 27.3 Hz, CH-CN); 118.8 (CN);
149.8 (1JCD ) 25.7 Hz, CH-N). (E) 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100
MHz): δ 63.1 (1JCD ) 26.0 Hz, CH-CN); 121.6 (CN); 151.0
(1JCD ) 25.8 Hz, CH-N).

(Z+E)-3-Amino-3-deuterio-2-propenenitrile (5).Compound
4 (720 mg, 10 mmol) was introduced in a flask with methanol
(10 mL), and a few drops of triethylamine were added. After 2
h of stirring at room temperature, the low-boiling compounds
were removed in vacuo and the (Z+E)-3-amino-3-deuterio-2-
propenenitrile (4) was purified by distillation (bp0.1, 63 °C).
Yield: 566 mg, 8.2 mmol, 82%. Isot pur> 94%. (Z) 1H NMR
(CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 3.97 (s, 1H, CH-CN); 4.86 (s brd, 2H,
NH2). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): δ 63.0 (CH-CN); 118.5
(CN); 149.8 (1JCD ) 25.7 Hz, CH-N). (E) 1H NMR (CDCl3,
400 MHz): δ 4.27 (s, 1H, CH-CN); 4.52 (s brd, 2H, NH2).
13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): δ 65.5 (CH-CN); 121.4 (CN);
151.0 (1JCD ) 25.7 Hz, CH-N).

(Z+E)-3-Amino-15N-2-propenenitrile (6).25 This compound
was prepared in a 80% yield by the synthesis described for11

(Supporting Information) using ammonia-15N and cyanoacety-
lene.15N NMR (CDCl3, 500.1 MHz): δ -302.0 ((E), 1JNH )
90.5 Hz);-301.0 ((Z), 1JNH ) 92 Hz).

(Z+E)-3-Amino-2-propenenitrile-15N (7).25 This compound
was prepared in a 80% yield by the synthesis described for11

using ammonia and cyanoacetylene-15N. (Z) 13C NMR (CDCl3,
100 MHz): δ 61.4 (CH-CN); 118.9 (1JCN ) 17.6 Hz, CN);
150.5. (E) 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): δ 63.7 (CH-CN),
122.0 (1JCN ) 18.4 Hz, CN); 151.8 (CH-N). 15N NMR (CDCl3,
500.1 MHz): δ -135.4 (E); -121.0 (Z).

Z-3-Amino-d-2-propenenitrile (8). There are two rotamers
in this case having the H-N-C-C chain of atoms in a syn-
periplanar or in an anti-periplanar configuration, respectively.
Both these species were produced by exchange between Z-3-
amino-2-propenenitrile and heavy water in the MW cell. The
cell was first conditioned with heavy water. Fumes of the APN
were then introduced. The spectra of the syn-periplanar and anti-
periplanar forms produced in this manner were each observed
to have roughly 25% of the intensity of the spectrum of the
pure parent species.

Stark Spectrometer Experiment. The MW spectrum of
APN was studied at room temperature in the 10-80 GHz
spectral region with the Stark spectrometer in Oslo. The main
features of this spectrometer have been described elsewhere.26,27

Preliminary quantum-chemical calculations indicated that
APN should have a dipole moment component along the
a-principal inertial axis of about 17× 10-30 C m [5 D] (see
below). This should result in a comparatively strong MW

spectrum. However, it turned out that it was problematic to
obtain a sufficiently strong Stark spectrum for several reasons.
The samples used in our experiments were synthesized in
Rennes, but they had been distilled and transported to Oslo
dissolved in dichloromethane. Most of the dichloromethane was
first removed by distillation under reduced pressure, leaving
behind a brown, viscous residue, which is obviously associated
with polymeric material. Dichloromethane has a strong and rich
MW spectrum, and it was essential to remove this volatile
component completely in order to obtain the MW spectrum of
APN. Pumping on the sample by simply using a diffusion pump
was not sufficient. It was necessary to heat the sample vigorously
with a heat gun while evacuating with a diffusion pump to
remove the last dichloromethane completely. The upper part of
the sample tube was cooled with dry ice during this operation
in order to condense the sample, which contained more than
95% of theZ-isomer (APN) of aminopropenenitrile according
to the NMR spectroscopy.1 The measured vapor pressure of
APN at room temperature was roughly of the order of 10-25
Pa. The observed spectrum was much weaker than expected
for a molecule with a dipole moment of approximately 17×
10-30 C m. It was therefore assumed that a major part of the
vapor belongs to gaseous impurities, which were only partly
identified. HCtC-CtN was searched for using both Stark and
Fourier transform techniques but was not found. Ammonia was
identified and is one impurity, but the vapor pressure indicated
that there had to be additional impurities as well. It was also
observed that the intensity of the spectrum diminished rather
rapidly in the Stark experiment. It is assumed that this is due to
a partial adsorption of the sample onto the cell walls, followed
by the formation of polymerization products or similar reactions.
The cell therefore had to be refilled frequently with fresh sample.

Microwave Fourier Transform Experiment. The spectrum
of APN was recorded in the 4-20 GHz spectral range using
the molecular jet microwave Fourier transform spectrometer in
Lille.28 A pure sample (not diluted in dichloromethane) was used
in this experiment. No extensive searching for impurities was
performed. The sample was heated at a temperature of 320 K
and mixed with neon at a stagnation pressure of 1.5 bar. The
gas was injected into the vacuum tank by means of a pulsed
nozzle at a rate of 2 Hz to create a supersonic expansion with
a rotational temperature of 1-2 K. The cell is a Fabry-Perot
cavity of adjustable length, with a mode bandwidth of about
0.4 MHz. Molecules in the expansion were probed with 2µs
pulses of tunable MW radiation, and the free-induction decay
occurring at each resonance frequency was detected and
processed. This operation was then automatically repeated every
0.4 MHz in order to cover the desired frequency region. As the
nozzle is inserted in the center of the fixed mirror of the Fabry-
Perot cavity, the supersonic expansion is parallel to the MW
axis of the cavity, and each transition is consequently divided
into two Doppler components. The central frequency of each
line was determined by averaging the frequencies of the two
Doppler components after the transformation of 4096 data points
in the time domain signal, leading to an accuracy of 2.4 kHz.
The line width of a well-resolved line was 10 kHz.

Assignment of the MW Spectrum Using Stark Spectros-
copy.Accurate predictions of the rotational constants and dipole
moment components along the principal inertial axis are very
useful when assigning MW spectra. It has been shown29 that
Møller-Plesset second-order perturbation calculations (MP2)30

using a large basis set predict structures that are close to
equilibrium structures. The approximateequilibrium rotational
constants calculated from such structures should normally be
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close (≈2%) to theeffectiVe rotational constants obtained from
the MW spectra. The relatively large 6-311++G** basis set,
which is of triple-ú quality and includes diffuse functions, was
employed in a MP2 calculation to predict rotational constants,
Watson’s quartic centrifugal distortion constants,31 and dipole
moment components along the principal inertial axes using the
Gaussian 03 program.32 The results of these predictions were
A ) 12 521,B ) 3701, andC ) 2861 MHz for the rotational
constants,∆J ) 4.32,∆JK ) -31.2, and∆K ) 94.2 kHz,δJ )
1.41 andδK ) 7.96 kHz for the quartic centrifugal distortion
constants, andµa ) 17.7,µb ) 3.7, andµc ) 2.8× 10-30 C m
for the dipole moment components. APN is therefore predicted
to be a near-prolate asymmetric top (Ray’s asymmetry param-
eter,33 κ ) -0.82).

Searches were first made for the stronga-type R-branch
transitions using these rotational and centrifugal distortion
constants, because this dipole moment component is≈17.7×
10-30 C m [5.2 D]. These lines were readily identified and
analyzed employing Watson’s Hamiltonian (A reduction I r

representation).31 The assignments were also confirmed by their
characteristic Stark effects.

In Watson’s model, the rigid asymmetric rotor is described
in the I r representation by theĤR part of the Hamilitonian:

whereA, B, andC are the rotational constants. The centrifugal
distortion corrections were accounted for by Watson’sA-reduced
ĤCD Hamiltonian:31

About 110a-type R-branch transitions with theJ principal
quantum number betweenJ ) 1 and 13 were assigned this way
and analyzed in a least-squares fit by Sørensen’s ROTFIT
program.34 The transitions are listed in Table 1S in the
Supporting Information. Searches were made forb- andc-type
transitions, but these were not found. This was presumably
because of the experimental problems mentioned above as well
as much smallerb- and c-dipole moment components (see
below), rendering them too weak to allow definite assignments
to be made.

APN has two14N nuclei, which have spin) 1, and therefore
a nuclear quadrupole moment. This results in a complicated
hyperfine structure caused by quadrupole coupling of the spin
angular moments of the two nuclei with the rotation. The
resolution of the Stark spectrometer is not sufficiently high to
resolve the resulting hyperfine splittings, which produced broad
lines that in many cases had a skew shape instead of the normal
symmetrical Lorentzian form. The frequencies of the peaks of
the lines were measured. These measurements can be reproduced
to within about(0.05 MHz. The frequencies of the peaks should
in most cases be close to the frequencies of transitions not
perturbed by nuclear quadrupole interaction. The frequency
measurements made by this Stark spectrometer are therefore
estimated to have an uncertainty of approximately(0.15 MHz.

MP2/6-311++G** rotational constants and dipole moment
components were also calculated for theE isomer. No transitions
attributable to this isomer were identified in the Stark spectrum.

It is concluded that this form cannot be present in high
concentrations. This is in accord with previous findings.1

Fourier Transform MW Spectroscopy. The resolution and
sensitivity of this supersonic molecular-jet technique is much
higher than in the Stark experiment described above. The
rotational temperature is much lower in the supersonic expansion
(1-2 K), and this allows only ground-state transitions involving
low values of the principal quantum numberJ and of the pseudo
quantum numberKa to be observed.

The preliminary spectroscopic constants obtained in the Stark
experiment were used to predict the frequencies of additional
transitions. Weakb-type lines could be assigned using this
technique.c-type lines were searched for, but none were
identified.

It is found below that the equilibrium conformation is
nonplanar. Tunneling between two equivalent forms should lead
to a large splitting for thec-type transitions and much smaller
splittings for thea- and theb-type lines. There is no indication
of such splittings in thea- and b-type lines observed in this
experiment, which is characterized by its extreme resolution.

A total of six a-type and sevenb-type lines were observed
for the parent molecule and assigned toJ ) 0-4, Ka ) 0-2
transitions.

To maximize the signal-to-noise ratio, the molecules were
polarized with an optimal microwave power of 0.1 and 2.5 mW
for the a- and b-type transitions, respectively. This clearly
indicates that the dipole moment componentsµa . µb, as
predicted in the MP2 calculations and indeed found experimen-
tally (see below).

A complex hyperfine structure caused by the presence of the
two nitrogen atoms was seen for each of these transitions. One
example is the fully resolved hyperfine structure of theJKaKc )
111r000 b-type transition, which is shown in Figure 2.

The hyperfine structure was described with the two nuclear
quadrupole interactionĤQ terms associated withn, the nitrogen
nuclei of the cyano and amino groups, respectively, and written
as35

Equation 3 describes the interaction between the nuclear electric
quadrupole momentQ(n) and the molecular electric field gradient
V(n) for the nucleusn. The nuclear quadrupole coupling
constants,ø(n)

Râ, are the elements of the quadrupole coupling
tensor given by

R and â refer to the coordinatesa, b, and c of the principal
inertial axis system, ande denotes the elementary charge. The
angular momenta associated with the nitrogen nuclear spins were
first coupled together, and the resulting momentumÎ was next
added to the rotational angular momentumĴ to obtain the total
angular momentumF̂. The observed lines satisfy the selection
rules∆F ) 0, (1 (F is the quantum number associated with
the operatorF̂2).

The 13 lines split by nuclear quadrupole coupling were first
fitted to a Hamiltonian, which included only the diagonal
elements of the quadrupole coupling constants of each nitrogen
nucleus in addition to the rigid rotor (eq 1) and quartic
centrifugal distortion parts (eq 2). The least-squares fit was
performed with the program SPFIT by Pickett.36 øaa andøcc of

ĤR ) [A - 1
2
(B + C)]Ĵz

2 + 1
2
(B + C)Ĵ2 +

1
4
(B - C)(Ĵ+

2 + Ĵ-
2) (1)

ĤCD ) - ∆JĴ
4 - ∆JKĴ 2Ĵz

2 - ∆KĴz
4 -

δK[Ĵz
2, Ĵx

2 - Ĵy
2]+ - 2δJĴ

2(Ĵx
2 - Ĵy

2) (2)

ĤQ
(n) )

1

6
∑

ij

Q̂ij
(n)V̂ij

(n) (3)

øRâ
(n) ) eQ(n)∂

2V(n)

∂R ∂â
(4)
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the two nuclei were varied in the least-squares fit.øbb was
calculated from the relationøaa + øbb + øcc ) 0.

These 13 microwave lines were now “corrected” for quad-
rupole interactions. A weighted least-squares fit using ROTFIT34

was then performed. The inverse squares of the estimated
standard deviations of the measured frequencies were employed
in a diagonal weight matrix. The frequencies corrected for
quadrupole interaction of the transitions observed with the
Fourier transform spectrometer were all assigned a standard
deviation of 3 kHz, whereas the transitions observed using the
Stark spectrometer were assigned a standard deviation of 50
kHz. Watson’s Hamiltonian (A reductionI r representation),31

including quartic centrifugal distortion constants (eqs 1 and 2)
were employed in a least-squares fit of all observed transitions.
The resulting spectroscopic constants are listed in Table 1, and
the spectrum is shown in Table 1S in the Supporting Informa-
tion.

Comparison of the experimental rotational constants in this
table with their MP2/6-311++G** counterparts given in the
previous paragraph shows that the agreement is better than 2%,
as expected. It is seen (Table 1) that three of the quartic
centrifugal distortion constants (∆J, ∆JK, andδJ) are accurately

determined, while∆K and δK are rather inaccurate. The
experimental values of∆J, ∆JK, and δJ are in satisfactory
agreement with the MP2 values given above.

Interestingly, the inertial defect∆ defined by∆ ) Ic - Ia -
Ib, whereIa, Ib, andIc are the principal moments of inertia is∆
) 0.1324(4)× 10-20 u m2 (Table 1).∆ is zero for a completely
rigid and planar molecule. This relatively small deviation from
zero is taken as an indication that the molecule is planar, or
nearly planar37 (see discussion below).

The final values of the quadrupole coupling constants were
now determined. The values of the rotational and centrifugal
distortion constants shown in Table 1 were kept fixed in the
least-squares fit employing the SPFIT program.36 The fit is
shown in Table 2S in the Supporting Information. The results
were øaa ) -1.4917(21) andøcc ) 1.5644(24) MHz for the
nitrogen atom of the cyano group andøaa ) 1.7262(18) andøcc

) -4.0591(17) MHz for the nitrogen atom of the amino group.
These values are also listed in Table 2 together with the
correspondingøbb values. In addition, this table contains the
experimental and theoretical HF/VTZ quadrupole coupling
constants for acrylonitrile and vinylamine together with the
corresponding values of APN. A discussion of the nuclear
quadrupole constants is found in the Theoretical Section.

Vibrationally Excited States.The ground-state spectrum was
accompanied by spectra that were presumed to belong to
vibrationally excited states. The spectra of three such states were
assigned using Stark spectroscopy, as seen in Tables 3S-5S in
the Supporting Information. A least-squares fit of these spectra,
assuming unit weights for the transitions, yielded the spectro-
scopic constants displayed in Table 1. As the quartic constants
∆K andδK are rather poorly determined, they were held fixed
in the fit at the values found for their counterparts of the ground
vibrational state.

The vibrationally excited state that has the inertial defect∆
) -0.0660(11)× 10-20 u m2, is presumed to be the first excited
state of the lowest out-of-plane vibration, because of the way
in which ∆ changes upon excitation of this mode.37 The
frequency of this fundamental vibration was determined to be
176(20) cm-1 by relative intensity measurements of MW
transitions performed largely as described by Esbitt and
Wilson.38

Figure 2. Composite microwave Fourier transform spectrum of the 111 r 000 rotational transition ofZ-3-amino-2-propenenitrile. The hyperfine
structure associated with the two nitrogen nuclei is shown in detail. The lines are assigned with theI, F quantum numbers.

TABLE 1: Spectroscopic Constantsa of the Ground and
Vibrationally Excited States of Z-3-Amino-2-propenenitrile

state ground
first excited
out-of-plane

first excited
in-plane

second excited
in-plane

A (MHz) 12583.056(35) 12577.65(20) 12641.95(25) 12700.34(35)
B (MHz) 3766.1252(31) 3752.7271(63) 3771.0753(81) 3775.015(12)
C (MHz) 2896.3784(28) 2891.4408(62) 2895.3996(74) 2894.252(13)
∆J (kHz) 4.416(17) 4.339(12) 4.325(16) 4.261(21)
∆JK (kHz) -31.068(98) -30.210(26) -30.499(36) -29.041(45)
∆K (kHz) 46(35) 45.5f 45.5f 45.5f

δJ (kHz) 1.4487(52) 1.372(14) 1.420(18) 1.375(28)
δK (kHz) 6.4(14) 6.42f 6.42f 6.42f

∆b 0.1324(4) -0.0660(11) 0.5546(14) 0.9475(22)
rmsc 2.22e 0.094g 0.111g 0.125g

no.d 113 86 77 59

a A, reduction; I r, representation.31 Uncertainties represent one
standard deviation.b ∆ ) Ic - Ia - Ib. Ia, Ib, andIc are the principal-
axes moments of inertia. Conversion factor: 505 379.05× 10-20 MHz
u m2. c Root-mean-square deviation.d Number of transitions.e Root-
mean-square deviation of weighted fit.f Fixed. g Root-mean-square
deviation (MHz) of fit with unit weights.
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Two successively excited states of the lowest in-plane bending
vibration were also assigned, as shown in Table 1. This
assignment is in accord with the fact that∆ becomes larger
and positive upon excitation.37 Relative intensity measurements38

yielded a value of 152(20) cm-1 for this fundamental vibrational
mode.

The harmonic vibrational frequencies have been calculated
at various theoretical levels below. The results were 140 and
208 cm-1 (B3LYP/VTZ), 42 and 140 cm-1 (B3LYP/AVTZ),
136 and 267 cm-1 (MP2/6-311++G**), and 132 and 272 cm-1

(MP2/VTZ). These uncorrected values of the vibrational
frequencies are therefore seen to vary considerably with the
method used to derive them. The best agreement is found in
the B3LYP/VTZ calculations (140 and 208 cm-1) compared
with the experimental values (152(20) and 176(20) cm-1).

Assignments of Isotopologues.The changes of the MP2
rotational constants caused by isotopic substitution were added
to the experimental rotational constants. The resulting rotational
constants were used to predict the MW spectrum of the
isotopologues. In this manner, the spectra of the isotopically
enriched species (3, 5-8) were found close to the predicted
frequencies using Stark spectroscopy and readily assigned. The
spectra of these species are found in Tables 6S-11S in the
Supporting Information. The spectroscopic constants derived
from them using unit weights in the least-squares fits are shown
in Table 3.

The Stark spectra are fairly crowded and comparatively weak
and could therefore not be employed to assign13C isotopologues
in natural abundance. By use of the more sensitive Fourier
transform spectroscopy, the spectra of two13C isotopologues
were detected in their natural abundance (1.1%) after a careful
search. They are associated with the13C isotopologues of the
C2 and C3 atoms (Figure 1). Only three weaka-type rotational
lines were detected for each species. Unfortunately, the spectrum
associated with the13C isotopologue of the C1 atom could not
be assigned because the signal-to-noise ratio was insufficient.

The spectra of the13C species are found in Tables 12S and
13S in the Supporting Information. Only theB andC rotational
constants of each species could be determined from these

spectra. The centrifugal distortion constants were fixed at the
values of the parent species. TheB andC rotational constants
obtained in this manner are listed in Table 3.

Dipole Moment. The dipole moment was determined in a
least-squares fit using the second-order Stark coefficient shown
in Table 4. The weight of each Stark coefficient was taken to
be the inverse square of its standard deviation, which is also
shown in the same table. The cell was calibrated using OCS,
whose dipole moment was taken to be 2.3857(68)× 10-30 C
m.39 The theoretical values of the second-order Stark coefficients
were calculated as described by Golden and Wilson,40 employing
the computer program MB04.41

The dipole moment along thec-principal inertial axis,µc,
should be exactly zero if APN were completely planar. A
nonplanar molecule should have a nonzeroµc, whose size should
increase with increasing deviation from planarity. Care was
therefore exercised to find Stark coefficients that are sensitive
to this dipole moment component. Some of the Stark coefficients
used in this fit depend strongly onµc.

All three principal-axis dipole moment components were
initially varied in the fit. However, a small but negative value
of µc

2 ) -0.004× (10-30 C m)2 with a comparatively large

TABLE 2: Quadrupole Coupling Constants (MHz) for Z-3-Amino-2-propenenitrile, Vinyl Cyanide, and Vinylamine

experimental ab initioa

øaa øbb øcc øaa øbb øcc øxx øyy øzz ηb

APN(CN) -1.4917 -0.0727 1.5644 -1.21 0.064 1.145 -3.66 2.52 1.14 -0.377
vinyl cyanide -3.7891 1.6861 2.1030 -3.44 1.620 1.816 -3.89 2.07 1.82 -0.065

APN(NH2) 1.7262 2.3329 -4.0591 1.56 1.972 -3.53 1.58 2.06 -3.64 0.132
vinylamine 2.0722 2.0751 -4.1473 1.64 1.873 -3.51 2.12 1.80 -3.92 -0.082

a HF/VTZ level. b Asymmetry parameter for quadrupole coupling defined byη ) (øaa -øbb)/øcc.

TABLE 3: Spectroscopic Constantsa Isotopologues ofZ-3-Amino-2-propenenitrile

species: DHNCHdCHCNe DHNCHdCHCNg H2NCHdCDCN H2NCDdCHCN H2
15NCHdCHCN H2NCHdCHC15N H2NCHd13CHCN H2NCHdCH13CN

A (MHz) 11894.99(20) 12157.25(24) 11367.33(44) 12241.57(40) 12352.11(27) 12489.74(38)h h
B (MHz) 3753.381(13) 3607.428(13) 3763.719(26) 3640.609(17) 3704.155(14) 3656.845(16) 3773.787(4) 3731.693(4)
C (MHz) 2851.314(13) 2780.622(12) 2825.378(21) 2804.133(16) 2847.459(14) 2826.514(14) 2872.039(3) 2875.130(3)
∆J (kHz) 4.539(18) 4.202(17) 4.178(70) 3.6560(40) 4.421(30) 4.196(38) 4.42f 4.42f

∆JK (kHz) -27.667(28) -32.192(28) -28.43(10) -24.020(83) -31.224(55) -29.664(76) -31.07f -31.07f

∆K (kHz) 45.5f 45.5f 45.5f 45.5f 45.5f 45.5f 45.5f 45.5f

δJ (kHz) 1.468(28) 1.372(22) 1.427(69) 1.120(48) 1.395(51) 1.387(47) 1.449f 1.449f

δK (kHz) 6.42f 6.42f 6.42f 6.42f 6.42f 6.42f 6.42f 6.42f

∆b 0.1112(19) 0.0862(19) 0.1359(35) 0.1255(27) 0.1341(20) 0.1350(24) h h
rmsc 0.134 0.138 0.180 0.152 0.100 0.129 0.019 0.013
no.d 72 72 38 48 48 48 3 3

a A, reduction Irrepresentation.31 Uncertainties represent one standard deviation.b Inertial defect. Same units as in Table 1.c Root-mean-square
deviation.d Number of transitions.e D-N-CdC in the synperiplanar configuration.f Fixed. g D-N-CdC in the antiperiplanar configuration.h Not
determined.

TABLE 4: Second Order Stark Coefficientsa and Dipole
Moment of Z-3-Amino-2-propenenitrile

stark coefficients
∆E-2/(10-6 MHz V-2) cm2

transition |M| obsd calcd

41,4 r 31,3 0 -5.70(30) -5.84
1 3.90(20) 3.64

40,4 r 30,3 1 -5.30(20) -5.31
41,3r 31,2 0 -2.40(10) -2.37

1 -6.30(30) -6.71
2 -19.9(8) -19.7

51,5 r 41,4 1 -2.00(10) -1.99
50,5 r 40,4 1 -3.50(20) -3.49

Dipole Moment
µa ) 16.45(12),µb ) 2.86(6),µc ) 0,b andµtot. ) 16.70(12)× 10-30 C m

a Uncertainties represent one standard deviation. 1 D) 3.33564×
10-30 C m. b Preset at this value in the least-squares fit.
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standard deviation of 0.050× (10-30 C m)2 was found. The fit
thus resulted in a small but imaginaryµc with a relatively large
uncertainty.

It is not possible to conclude from this result whether the
molecule is completely planar or not. However, it can be stated
that any deviation from planarity would not be large. In the
final fit, which is shown in Table 4,µc has arbitrarily been fixed
at zero. This has very little influence on the values ofµa )
16.46(11)× 10-30 C m [4.93(4) D] andµb ) 2.86(6)× 10-30

C m [0.862(2) D], which were obtained in this manner.
The dipole moment has been calculated below at various

levels of theory, with MP2/VQZ as the highest level. The results
of the MP2/VQZ calculations wereµa ) 17.9,µb ) 3.26, and
µc ) 1.96× 10-30 C m. Two conclusions can be drawn: The
theoretical dipole moment components are typically higher than
their experimental counterparts. The MP2/VQZ value ofµc is
calculated to be comparatively small, since a nonplanar equi-
librium conformation is predicted (see below).

Attempts To Calculate the Structure from the Experi-
mental Rotational Constants.One aim of this work has been
to derive an accurate molecular structure of APN. According
to Costain,42 the rotational constants of the ground vibrational
state of the parent molecule and of isotopologues can be used
to calculate a set of Cartesian coordinates, so-called substitution
(rs) coordinates, for atoms that have been substituted by an
isotope. Kraitchman’s equations43 are employed for this purpose.
The coordinates obtained in this manner could be obtained for
all atoms of APN but C1. The coordinates are listed in Table 5
together with the MP2/VQZ values. Four of the small Kraitch-
man coordinates were imaginary (Table 5). Kraitchman’s
equations yield the absolute values of the coordinates. The signs
assigned to thers coordinates in Table 5 have been chosen to
make them consistent with the signs obtained in the MP2/VQZ
calculations.

The spectrum of H2NCHdCH13CN could not be assigned. It
was therefore not possible to calculate Kraitchman’s coordinates
for this atom. Thea-coordinate of C1 appearing in Table 5 was
instead calculated using the first moment equation.42 Theb- and
c-coordinates of this atom can be derived in the same manner,
but they have not been listed in this table because they are small
and have large uncertainties.

Costain44 and van Eijck45 have discussed the accuracy of
substitution coordinates. The uncertainties of thers coordinates
of the carbon and nitrogen atoms shown in Table 8 have been
calculated using Costain’s rule,44 σ(x) ) (0.15 pm2)/|x|, where
σ(x) is the uncertainty andx is the Kraitchman coordinate. The
uncertainties of the hydrogen atoms have been calculated using
σ(x) ) (0.30 pm2)/|x|.

The existence of a near-symmetry plane in APN results in a
series of smallc-coordinates with relatively large uncertainties

(Table 5). There is also a smalla- (C2 atom) and a small
b-coordinate (C1 atom).

There is a satisfactory agreement between thers and the MP2/
VQZ coordinates shown in Table 5. However, the delicate
question of whether the compound is planar or not cannot be
settled using thers coordinates of this table, because allc-, one
a-, and oneb-coordinate have comparatively large uncertainties.
It was discovered during the course of this work that the ab
initio calculations presented in the next section were able to
yield an equilibrium structure that is superior to thers structure
that can be calculated from the experimental rotational constants
obtained in this study. These calculations were also able to
resolve the planarity problem. A fullrs structure is therefore
not presented here. The reader is instead referred to the ab initio
structure presented in the next section.

Theoretical Section

Strategy To Derive the Equilibrium Structure. A major
objective of this study has been to derive an accurate equilibrium
structure of APN using quantum chemical methods. Ab initio
calculations are in principle limited in scope and will conse-
quently not predict the exact equilibrium structure. However,
using small model molecules, it is now possible to extrapolate
to their very accurate equilibrium structures.46-48 The differences
between the bond lengths obtained in high-level ab initio
calculations and their equilibrium counterparts will be called
offsets. It is a reasonable assumption that offsets obtained for a
small molecule can be transferred to a larger, closely related,
molecule. This is the strategy that will be used to obtain the
equilibrium structure of APN.

One way of obtaining useful offsets for APN would be to
transfer them from CH2dCHCN and vinylamine, CH2dCHNH2,
since the title compound may be considered either as an amino
derivative of vinyl cyanide or as a cyano derivative of
vinylamine. The procedure has therefore been to first calculate
accurate equilibrium structures both for vinyl cyanide and for
vinylamine, because these two compounds are more easily
amenable to high-level ab initio calculations than APN, since
they consist of fewer first-row atoms than H2NCHdCHCN. The
offsets obtained in these calculations will then be transferred
to APN.

Methods of Calculations. Most of the correlated-level ab
initio electronic structure computations conducted during the
course of this study of the equilibrium structure have been
carried out at two levels: second-order Møller-Plesset pertur-
bation theory (MP2)30 and coupled cluster (CC) theory with
single and double excitation49 augmented by a perturbational
estimate of the effects of connected triple excitations [CCSD-
(T)].50 The Kohn-Sham density functional theory51 using

TABLE 5: Cartesian Coordinates for Z-3-Amino-2-propenenitrile (pm)

MP2/VQZ experimentala

a b c as bs cs

Namino 149.8 -88.7 -3.5 150.58(10) -88.51(17) -3.0(49)b

C3 125.4 45.3 1.1 112.3(15) 17.0(10) 1.0(53)
C2 2.8 102.0 -0.1 8.0(22)b 101.9(16) -3.0(14)
C1 -112.3 18.7 -0.1 -102.3c

Ncyano -200.7 -56.6 0.4 -201.73(7) -56.55(27) 3.7(40)b

Ha 240.3 -122.4 23.2 241.70(12) -121.73(25) 15.9(19)
Hs 72.6 -152.0 9.9 66.16(45) -153.06(20) 10.6(28)
H(C3) 213.1 108.3 1.8 214.63(14) 108.71(28) 6.1(50)
H(C2) -8.4 209.1 -1.5 -29.0(10) 208.27(14) -4.4(68)b

a From Kraitchman equations, the uncertainties are calculated from Costain’s rule:σ(x) ) 0.15/|x|; for the H coordinates, this value is multiplied
by 2. b Imaginary coordinate.c From first moment equation.
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Becke’s three-parameter hybrid exchange functional,52 and the
Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional,18 together denoted as
B3LYP, was also used in this study. The G3 method53 was
employed in the calculations of reaction paths.

The correlation-consistent polarizedn-tuple ú basis sets cc-
pVnZ54 with n ∈ {D, T, Q, 5} were employed extensively in
this study. In this paper, these basis sets are abbreviated as VnZ.
For several CCSD(T) calculations, a mixed basis set denoted
as V(T,D)Z was utilized. It is composed of VTZ on all non-
hydrogen atoms and VDZ on H. Such a basis set reduces the
computation time significantly and has been shown to be able
to predict the structure of the heavy atom skeleton accurately.55

To account for the electronegative character of the N atom, the
augmented VnZ (aug-cc-pVnZ, AVnZ in short) basis sets56 were
also employed, particularly at the MP2 level. The combination
of an AVQZ basis on all non-hydrogen atoms and of VQZ on
H is denoted hereafter as A′VQZ.

To estimate the core-core and core-valence correlation
effects on equilibrium geometries,57 the correlation-consistent
polarized weighted core-valencen-tuple ú (cc-pwCVnZ)58,59

basis sets were employed. As for the effect of inclusion of
diffuse functions in the basis set, it is sufficient to use the MP2
method to estimate this correction.48 The frozen core ap-
proximation (hereafter denoted as fc), i.e., keeping the 1s orbitals
of C, N, and O doubly occupied during correlated-level
calculations, was used extensively.

The CCSD(T) calculations were performed with the MOL-
PRO60-62 electronic structure program packages, while most
other calculations utilized the GAUSSIAN 03 program.32

Equilibrium Structure of Vinyl Cyanide. The structure of
vinyl cyanide has been the subject of previous investigations.
An ab initio structure was calculated at the MP2 level, and a
near-equilibrium structure was estimated using corrections
derived empirically.63 More recently, the pure rotational spectra
of 13 isotopologues of vinyl cyanide have been measured, and
the derived rotational constants have been used to evaluate the
molecular geometry using various methods.64 It was found that
the empirical substitution (rs)42 andrm

F structures65 are in general
in excellent agreement with the ab initio values.

It has been established that vinyl cyanide is planar; its
geometry was therefore optimized with the constraint ofCs

symmetry. The details of the computed geometries are given
in Table 6. The coupled clusterT1 diagnostic66 at the CCSD-
(T)/VQZ of theory is 0.014, indicating that the CCSD(T) results
should be reliable. Improvement of the basis set from VTZ to
VQZ leads to negligible changes for the bond angles as well as
for the C-H bond lengths. For the CC and CN bond lengths,
there is a decrease of about 0.2-0.3 pm, indicating that

convergence is nearly achieved but that these ab initio bond
lengths may be slightly too long. Addition of diffuse functions
on all heavy atoms leads to negligible changes in the bond
lengths and angles.

To estimate the inner-shell correlation, the MP2 method was
used. It leads to the expected shortening of the bonds: C-H
(0.15 pm), CC (0.32 pm), and CN (0.29 pm). The effect on the
angles is negligible. The most reliable ab initio structure is
obtained by correcting the CCSD(T)/VQZ values for the effects
of inner-shell correlation. It is given in Table 6. If an exponential
extrapolation to infinite basis size is tried, it has a significant
effect on the CtN bond length only, which is shortened by 0.1
pm.

The re structure (Table 6) is in excellent agreement with the
previous one,63 which is also given in the same table. Com-
parison of this structure with the MP2/VQZ results shows that
there is a good agreement for the bond angles and the CdC
bond length, but the MP2 C-C, CtN, and C-H bond lengths
are too short by 0.6, 1.1, and about 0.1 pm, respectively. These
offsets will be used in the derivation of the equilibrium structure
of APN below, for which MP2/VQZ calculations were per-
formed.

The equilibrium structures of two compounds related to vinyl
cyanide, namely,Z-pent-2-en-4-ynenitrile (NtC-CHdCH-
CtCH) and maleonitrile (NtC-CHdCH-CtN) have been
reported.67 The re lengths of the CtN bonds in these two
molecules are 115.7 and 115.8 pm, respectively, compared to
115.8 pm in vinyl cyanide (Table 6), whereas the CdC
equilibrium bond lengths are 134.5 pm inZ-2-en-4-ynenitrile
and 134.1 in maleonitrile, slightly longer than 133.5 pm in vinyl
cyanide.

Equilibrium Structure of Vinylamine. Vinylamine is the
simplest enamine and is thought to be a constituent of interstellar
molecular clouds.68 Although it is a short-lived transient species,
which is difficult to generate, it has been studied by micro-
wave,22,24 infrared,69 and ultraviolet70 spectroscopies. The
structure was first determined by microwave spectroscopy, and
the molecule was found to be nonplanar.21 The nonplanarity
was confirmed by a combined semirigid bender analysis of
vibrational satellite shifts in the microwave spectrum and
infrared data.70 The ab initio structure was also calculated in a
number of investigations,69 but the highest level of calculation
was MP2/6-311G**, which is not always sufficient to obtain
an accurate geometry.

The structure was first calculated at the MP2 level with the
VTZ and VQZ basis sets and the CCSD/VTZ and CCSD(T)/
V(T,D)Z levels. All these calculations indicate that the vinyl
group H2CdCH is planar. Finally, the structure was calculated

TABLE 6: Ab Initio Geometries (Distances, pm; Angles, deg) of Vinyl Cyanidea

MP2 CCSD(T)

VTZ VQZ AVQ Z wCVQZ wCVQZ(ae) VDZ VTZ VQZ VZ∞,b re
c old re

d rm
F e

r(CdC) 133.74 133.49 133.50 133.45 133.13 135.62 134.13 133.84 133.76 133.52 133.7 133.3(3)
r(C-C) 142.91 142.73 142.74 142.7 142.37 145.22 143.84 143.65 143.61 143.32 143.2 142.9(3)
r(CN) 117.27 116.97 117.01 116.92 116.63 117.96 116.47 116.13 116.02 115.84 115.7 115.7(3)
r(C-Ht) 107.92 107.83 107.83 107.82 107.67 109.66 108.16 108.08 108.07 107.93 108.0 108.8(1)
r(C-Hc) 107.98 107.89 107.89 107.88 107.73 109.70 108.21 108.13 108.12 107.98 108.1 109.7(2)
r(C-Hg) 108.06 107.99 107.99 107.99 107.84 109.72 108.23 108.17 108.17 108.02 108.2 109.3(4)
∠(CCC) 122.191 122.088 122.04 4 122.073 122.105 122.051 122.126 122.040 122.040 122.072 122.1 122.5(5)
∠(CCN) 179.117 179.184 180.00 0 180.000 180.000 179.382 179.067 179.125 179.125 179.125 179.2 180.7(9)
∠(CCHt) 120.311 120.296 120.29 5 120.298 120.321 120.378 120.406 120.385 120.385 120.408 120.3 120.3(fixed)
∠(CCHc) 121.220 121.189 121.18 5 121.189 121.196 121.440 121.375 121.345 121.319 121.352 121.5 120.2(1)
∠(CCHg) 121.265 121.362 121.41 7 121.371 121.338 121.657 121.647 121.730 121.730 121.697 121.5 121.7(2)

a Frozen core approximation unless otherwise stated; ae) all electrons correlated. g) geminal, c) cis to CN, and t) trans to CN.b Exponential
extrapolation to infinite basis set.c CCSD(T)/VQZ+ MP2(ae)/wCVQZ- MP2(fc)/wCVQZ. d Reference 63.e Reference 64.
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at the CCSD(T)/VTZ level assuming planarity of the vinyl
group. Then, the CCSD(T)/VQZ values were estimated using
the following approximate formula CCSD(T)/VQZ≈ CCSD-
(T)/VTZ + MP2/VQZ - MP2/VTZ. There is indeed large,
documented evidence that this formula is a good approxima-
tion,46-48 and this was again verified here in the particular case
of vinyl cyanide (see Table 6).

As in the previous case of vinyl cyanide, the equilibrium
structure is obtained by correcting the CCSD(T)/VQZ values

for the effects of inner-shell correlation calculated at the MP2/
wCVQZ level; see Table 7. Vinylamine is confirmed to be
nonplanar, and the N-H bond lengths are characteristic of a
nonplanar NH2 group.55 It may also be noted that thegemC-H
bond length is shorter than the other two, which are almost
identical.

Comparison of this structure with the MP2/VQZ results shows
that there is good agreement for the bond angles and the CdC

TABLE 7: Ab Initio Geometries (Distances, pm; Angles, deg) of Vinylaminea

MP2/VTZ MP2/VQZ MP2/wCVQZ MP2(ae)/ wCVQZ CCSD/VTZ CCSD(T)/V(D,T)Z CCSD(T)/VTZ plan re
b rs

CdC 133.79 133.56 133.52 133.21 133.48 134.05 134.11 133.57 133.5
C-Hcis 108.10 108.02 108.01 107.86 108.21 108.96 108.36 108.13 109.0
C-Htrans 107.70 107.62 107.61 107.45 107.81 108.57 107.95 107.71 109.0
C-N 139.33 138.95 138.91 138.54 139.94 140.19 140.21 139.46 139.7(40)
C-Hgem 108.25 108.17 108.16 108.01 108.27 109.04 108.42 108.19 109.0
N-Hcis 100.83 100.67 100.67 100.53 100.77 101.82 101.01 100.71 101.0
N-Htrans 100.66 100.49 100.49 100.35 100.64 101.70 100.87 100.56 101.0
∠CCHcis 121.585 121.620 121.622 121.630 121.757 121.641 121.721 121.763
∠CCHtrans 119.987 119.925 119.928 119.943 120.224 120.298 120.182 120.136
∠HCH 118.417 118.445 118.441 118.418 118.009 118.051 118.097 118.103 118.0
∠CCN 126.131 126.040 126.035 126.066 126.149 125.974 126.019 125.959 125.2(20)
∠CCHgem 119.944 120.005 120.001 119.959 120.073 120.196 120.127 120.146
∠NCH 113.795 113.838 113.847 113.865 113.656 113.689 113.698 113.759
∠CNHcis 113.807 114.475 114.501 114.772 113.312 113.030 113.166 114.104
∠CNHtrans 114.074 114.728 114.756 115.040 113.412 113.170 113.289 114.227
∠HNH 110.985 111.549 111.580 111.849 110.364 110.182 110.327 111.160 114.0
∠HcCCN -4.023 -3.807 -3.799 -3.688 -3.881 -4.315 -4.824 -4.498
∠HcCCHg -179.617 -179.616 -179.614 -179.621 -179.602 -179.726 180.000 180.000
∠HtCCN 174.728 175.045 175.058 175.193 174.922 174.508 175.176 175.629
∠HtCCHg -0.866 -0.764 -0.758 -0.740 -0.799 -0.903 0.000 0.000
∠CCNHc 18.875 18.368 18.366 18.089 19.152 18.958 20.293 19.510
∠CCNHt 147.619 149.208 149.305 150.000 145.987 145.095 146.844 149.127
∠HgCNHc -165.297 -165.599 -165.596 -165.764 -164.890 -165.372 -164.263 -164.734
∠HgCNHt -36.553 -34.760 -34.657 -33.853 -38.056 -39.236 -37.712 -35.116

a Frozen core approximation unless otherwise stated; ae) all electrons correlated.b CCSD(T)/VTZ + MP2/VQZ - MP2/VTZ + MP2(ae)/
wCVQZ - MP2(fc)/wCVQZ. ∠(CNHs) + ∠(CNHt) + ∠(HNH) ) 339.5° (360° for a planar molecule)

TABLE 8: Ab Initio Geometries (Distances, pm; Angles, deg) ofZ-3-Amino-2-propenenitrilea

Z-3-amino-2-propenenitrile

method: B3LYP/VTZ MP2/VTZ MP2/VQZ re
b

vinyl cyanide
MP2/VQZ

vinylamine
MP2/VQZ

r(C3-N) 135.39 136.18 135.75 136.26 138.95
r(NHt) 100.19 100.26 100.10 100.15 100.49
r(NHs) 100.66 100.76 100.64 100.69 100.67
r(C2dC3) 135.31 135.27 135.09 135.11 133.49 133.56
r(C3-H) 108.21 108.11 108.03 108.06 107.83 108.17
r(C1-C2) 141.27 141.78 141.54 142.12 142.73
r(C2-H) 107.80 107.60 107.53 107.63 107.99 107.62
r(C1-N) 115.66 117.51 117.22 116.09 116.97
∠(C3NHa) 120.19 118.15 118.92 114.73
∠(C3NHs) 119.92 117.70 118.42 114.48
∠(HNH) 117.27 115.77 116.47 111.55
∠(C2C3N) 126.29 125.33 125.13 126.04
∠(NC3H) 114.80 115.29 115.38 113.84
∠(C2C3H) 118.90 119.33 119.45 120.30 120.01
∠(C1C2C3) 121.29 119.59 119.23 122.09
∠(C3C2H) 120.00 120.66 120.82 121.36 119.93
∠(NC2H) 118.70 119.75 119.94
∠(C2C1N)d 177.47 176.03 175.50 179.18
∠(HaNC3C2) -168.94 -160.38 -163.11 -149.21
∠(HaNC3H) 12.59 22.49 19.34 34.76
∠(HsNC3C2) -7.79 -13.47 -11.72 -18.37
∠(HsNC3H) 173.74 169.40 170.73 165.60
∠(NC3C2C1) 1.97 3.43 2.95
∠(NC3C2H) -177.85 -176.19 -176.74 -175.05
∠(C1C2C3H) -179.61 -179.55 -179.59
∠(HC2C3H) 0.57 0.83 0.72
∑c 357.4 351.6 353.8 340.8

a See Figure 1 for atom numbering.b Estimated from the MP2/VQZ structure using offsets derived from acrylonitrile and vinylamine.c ∠(CNHs)
+ ∠(CNHa) + ∠(HNH) (360° for a planar molecule).d N atom approaches the amino group.
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and N-H bond lengths, but the MP2 C-N bond length is too
short by 0.5 pm, which is taken to be the offset for this distance.

Equilibrium Structure of APN. The structure has been
calculated at the MP2/VQZ level of theory (Table 8). The use
of the MP2 method significantly reduces the complexity of the
determination of the electron correlation energy, whereas it gives
structural parameters with an accuracy just slightly inferior to
that of the CCSD(T) method, at least for molecules including
only first-row atoms.29,71 This was confirmed above for vinyl
cyanide and vinylamine (Tables 6 and 7).

MP2 calculations may give reliable equilibrium bond angles,
with an accuracy of a few tenths of a degree.46 On the other
hand, the offset error, which is due to the finite size of the basis
set, and to the partial consideration of electron correlation,
remains in bond lengths. For example, for the C-H bond length,
the offset is nearly independent of the environment and may
thus be easily estimated.63 This remains true for the N-H bond
length of different molecules, with exceptions, such as HNO.47

The structure of APN is shown in Table 8 together with the
structures of vinyl cyanide and vinylamine. An equilibrium
structure of APN has been estimated using the offsets deter-
mined for the bond lengths found for vinyl cyanide and
vinylamine, as described in the preceding two paragraphs. The
offsets of bond angles are assumed to be zero. The bond lengths
and bond angles of the equilibrium structure are estimated to
be accurate to within(0.2 pm and(0.2°, respectively. The
accuracy of the dihedral angles is more difficult to estimate
exactly and could be as large as a few degrees.

It is concluded that the equilibrium structure of APN is
definitely nonplanar, since the sum of the∠CNHs + ∠CNHa

+ ∠HNH angles is significantly less than 360° (Table 8). This
sum is even less in vinylamine, which is therefore more
nonplanar than APN. One consequence of this difference is that
the ∠(HNH) and ∠(C3NH) angles are larger in APN than in
vinylamine. Interestingly, the Ha of the amino group is more
out of plane than the Hs atom.

The rotational constants of APN calculated from there

structure in Table 8 areA ) 12514.24,B ) 3803.94, andC )
2920.01 MHz. They agree to within better than 1% with ther0

rotational constants (Table 1), which are 12583.056(35),
3766.1252(31), and 2896.3784(28) MHz, respectively. This
difference was expected since the equilibrium (re) and effective
(r0) rotational constants are defined differently.

Quadrupole Coupling Constants. If the molecule has a
symmetry plane and if the CtN bond lies in this symmetry
plane, the quadrupole coupling constantøcc (c being the principal
axis perpendicular to the plane) is expected to be close to 2
MHz as, for instance, in vinyl cyanide64 whereøcc ) 2.10 MHz,
or its methyl derivatives.72 Likewise, if the NH2 group lies in
the symmetry plane,øcc is expected to be negative and larger
than-4 MHz.55

For these reasons, it is interesting to compare the quadrupole
coupling constants of APN with those of vinyl cyanide and
vinylamine. However, if the molecule is not planar (which seems
to be the case for APN), this comparison is made difficult by
the fact that these constants are given for the principal inertial
axis system. To circumvent this difficulty, we have calculated
the quadrupole coupling tensors of these molecules at the HF/
VTZ level of theory. This level was chosen because, in a
previous work on amides,55 we found that it gives satisfactory
results. The results are given in Table 2. For the cyano group,
theøzzprincipal component is much larger in vinyl cyanide than
in APN and the asymmetry much lower. It has also to be noted
that, in APN, the angle∠(CCtN) is significantly different from

180° (Table 8), whereas it is nearly linear in vinyl cyanide.
Likewise, for the amino group, theøzz principal component is
also significantly larger in vinylamine. Thus, it may be
concluded that the bonding is different in APN compared to
both vinyl cyanide and vinylamine.

Planarity. The principal inertial axis dipole moment com-
ponents, the substitution coordinates, and the inertial defect are
experimental parameters often used to decide whether a
compound is planar or not. A small, positive value for the inertial
defect, as observed for APN, is often interpreted as evidence
that a molecule is planar, or nearly planar.35 The small,
imaginary experimental value ofµc (see above) and the fact
that no c-type transitions were assigned might also be an
indication that APN is planar. However, a small degree of
nonplanarity should lead to a small dipole moment along the
c-axis. The MP2/VQZ calculations predict for exampleµc )
1.96× 10-30 C m [0.59 D]. It should be noted that the ab initio
values of dipole moments tend to be too large, so 1.96× 10-30

C m is presumably an upper limit of the dipole moment.
Moreover, the dipole moment isnotmeasured in the equilibrium
conformation but in the effective ground-state conformation.
This difference may obscure the physical significance of a small
dipole moment component. It is interesting to note that the
energy difference between the planar form and the minimum
of the nonplanar form is indeed quite small. A value of only-
423 J/mol (35.4 cm-1) was obtained for this difference in the
MP2/VQZ calculations. This indicates that the barrier is well
below the zero-point level. The NH2 group would therefore have
equal amplitudes above and below the plane, and the vibra-
tionally averagedc-component of the dipole moment should
be zero. This could perhaps explain whyµc is indistinguishable
from zero and why noc-type lines were observed.

It was noted above thers coordinates (Table 5) cannot be
used to decide whether the molecule is planar or not. However,
the ground-state inertial defect of APN is as small as 0.1324(4)
× 10-20 u m2 (Table 1). The equilibrium inertial defect
calculated from the equilibrium structure in Table 7 is∆e )
-0.167 (same units), and the vibrational contribution calculated
from the MP2/VTZ harmonic force field is∆v ) +0.22 (+0.15
× 10-20 u m2 were found at the B3LYP/VTZ level of theory),
giving ∆0(calc) ) +0.05 × 10-20 u m2, not widely different
from the experimental value (0.1324(4)× 10-20 u m2). The
vibrational contribution to the inertial defect is therefore of the
same order of magnitude, but of opposite sign of∆e. It is
concluded that even if the experimental ground-state inertial
defect is quite small (0.1324(4)× 10-20 u m2 in the present
case), it is not necessarily in conflict with a slightly nonplanar
structure. The present discussion once more shows how difficult
it is to use ground-state observations to form conclusions about
the equilibrium conformation of a compound, especially when
an easily distortable group, such as the amino group, is involved.

Formation of APN via a Neutral-Neutral Reaction. It was
noted above thatZ- andE-3-amino-2-propenenitrile is formed
in an approximately 1:1 mixture simply by mixing gaseous
ammonia and cyanoacetylene at room temperature.2,3 A mech-
anism suggested for this reaction is sketched in Figure 3. The
relative enthalpy values (298.15 K, 1 atm) listed on this figure
were calculated using the G3 method,53 which is tailored to
calculate energy differences accurately. The sum of the enthal-
pies of the reactants ammonia and cyanoacetylene were assigned
a value of zero.

In the first step of this mechanism, a hydrogen-bonded
complex (H3N‚‚‚H-CtC-CtN) is formed between ammonia
and cyanoacetylene, where the dots represent the hydrogen bond.
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The MW spectrum of this complex has been reported.73 It is
stabilized by ∆H ) -18 kJ/mol relative to the reactants
ammonia and cyanoacetylene according to the G3 calculations.
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculations yield∆E ) -24 kJ/mol for
this energy difference, where∆E is the energy of the hydrogen-
bond formation corrected for zero-point vibrational effects, basis
set superposition error, and relaxation correction.74 MP2 calcula-
tions of the structure of this complex have been performed using
Dunning’s54 correlation-consistent wave function of triple-ú
quality with polarized valence electrons, aug-cc-pVTZ. The
complex is a symmetrical top withC3V symmetry. The bond
lengths were calculated to ber(NtC1) ) 117.5,r(C1-C2) )
137.2,r(C2tC3) ) 122.0,r(C3-H) ) 107.7, andr(N-H) )
101.3 pm, whereas the NHN angle was 106.5°. The hydrogen
bond length wasr(H‚‚‚N) ) 213.7 pm. TheB rotational constant
calculated from this structure is 1102.62 MHz, compared to
1095.4628(11) MHz found experimentally for the ground
vibrational state.73

This complex passes through a transition state (TS1) whose
G3 enthalpy is 129 kJ/mol higher than the sum of the enthalpies
ammonia and cyanoacetylene. MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations
of the structure and vibrational frequencies of TS1 have been
performed. A model of the TS1 with atom numbering is shown
in Figure 4 and its structure is given in Table 9. One imaginary
vibrational frequency of-1469 cm-1 was calculated for this
proper transition structure. This vibration is associated with the
breaking of the H9-N5 bond and the formation of the H9-C2
bond.

It was shown1 that a thermal interconversion path exists
between theZ- and the E-forms. The transition structure
associated with this transformation is denoted TS2 (Figure 3).
The MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) structure of TS2 has been reported
elsewhere.1 The G3 enthalpy of TS2 is 59 kJ/mol higher that
that of the reactants (Figure 3). However, the enthalpy of TS2
is significantly lower than that of TS1 (129 kJ/mol). This implies

that TS1 can be transformed toboth the E- and theZ-forms,
even if theE-configuration is about 8 kJ/mol less stable. This
is in accord with the observation2,3 that a 1:1 mixture ofE and
Z is formed at room temperature.

The temperature varies in the interstellar space, being typically
a few kelvin in cold interstellar clouds. Spontaneous formation
of APN can hardly occur in such clouds because of the high
activation energy (about 129 kJ/mol). However, it is possible
that this mechanism might produce APN in regions in space
where the temperature is relatively high, on surfaces of
interstellar grain, or in solution. Heating incidents might release
APN from the grain to the gas phase.

Formation of APN via a Neutral-Cation Reaction. It is
assumed that many of the compounds found in cold interstellar
clouds have been formed spontaneously via a reaction between
a cation and a neutral molecule.75 These reactions occur because
the activation energy is often low or nonexistent.

An alternative reaction path could in our case be that ammonia
reacts with protonated cyanoacetylene (H-CtC-CtN-H+)
following a mechanism analogous to that outlined in the
previous paragraph. The reaction profile based on G3 calcula-
tions is sketched in Figure 5. The energies shown in this figure
are enthalpy differences (298.15 K, 1 atm).

The first step is the formation of a hydrogen-bonded complex,
H3N‚‚‚H-CtC-CtN+, stabilized by ∆H ) -62 kJ/mol
relative to the enthalpies of the reactants. The first transition
structure, TS3, has∆H ) 12 kJ/mol compared to the combined
enthalpies of ammonia and protonated cyanoacetylene. This
represents a substantial reduction of the activation energy (from
about 129 kJ/mol) of the neutral-neutral reaction, as expected.
The transitions state for theZ f E interconversion (TS4) has
∆H ) -172 kJ/mol. Interestingly, theE isomer of the
protonated 3-amino-2-propanenitrile (H2NCHdCHCNH+) is
predicted to be favored by∆H ) 12 kJ/mol (Figure 5) relative
to theZ-form, which is the opposite of what is found for their
counterparts in the neutral-neutral reaction. Neutral APN might
then be formed in an electron recombination reaction.

APN might be formed by this mechanism in interstellar space
at low temperatures since the activation energy is relatively low
(+12 kJ/mol). However, a collision between protonated cy-
anoacetylene and ammonia might easily lead to the formation
of cyanoacetylene and the ammonium cation instead, because
of the high proton affinity of ammonia. The mechanism of
Figure 5 is therefore considered to be of minor importance for
the generation of interstellar APN.

Discussion

The bonding situation in APN is interesting. Comparison with
vinylamine and vinyl cyanide is informative. The title compound
is definitely flatter than vinylamine. The quadrupole coupling

Figure 3. Reaction profile of the reaction between NH3 and H-Ct
C-CtN formingZ- andE-3-amino-2-propenenitrile (H2N-CHdCH-
CtN), as calculated using the G3 method. The numbers in the figure
are enthalpy differences (298.15 K, 1 atm) in kilojoules per mole relative
to the sum of the enthalpies of ammonia and cyanoacetylene, which
has been assigned the value of zero.

Figure 4. Model of TS1 with atom numbering.
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constants of the nitrogen atom of the cyano group is remarkably
different in the two molecules, as noted above. Inspection of
Table 8 reveals that the C2dC3 bond length is longer in APN
than in both vinylamine and vinyl cyanide. It is also noted that
the C1-C2 bond length is shorter in APN than in vinyl cyanide,
whereas the C1tN bond is longer. The C3-N bond has its
longest value in vinylamine. It is also seen the C2C1N angle is
more bent in APN than in vinyl cyanide. These differences
indicate that electron delocalization is considerably more
prevalent in APN than in both vinlyamine and vinyl cyanide.

The energy difference1 between theZ- and theE-forms of
about 8 kJ/mol warrants comments. The effects of electron
delocalization should be rather similar in the two forms, so this
cannot be the explanation. A major part of the 8 kJ/mol energy
difference is perhaps due to intramolecular hydrogen bonding
between the nearest hydrogen atom of the amino group (Hs)
and theπ electrons of the cyano group. This interaction is of
course only possible in theZ-form.

The internal hydrogen bond in APN is characterized by the
following: The nonbonded Hs‚‚‚C1 and Hs‚‚‚N distances are
252 and 290 pm, respectively (from structure in Table 8),
compared to the sum of the van der Waals distances of hydrogen
(120 pm)76 and aromatic carbon (170 pm),76 which is 290 pm.

The distance from Hs to theπ electron clouds of the triple bond
of the nitrile group is therefore comparatively short.

Moreover, the bond moments of both the CtN and N-H
bonds are relatively large with the nitrogen atoms as the negative
end in each case.77 The C1tN and N-Hs bonds are calculated
to be 7.5° from being parallel, using the structure in Table 8.
The bond moments are consequently nearly antiparallel, which
is ideal for dipole-dipole stabilization.
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